Abstract. In this paper, a modified version of the discrete reversible (integer-to-integer) Le Gall wavelet transform (DLGT), distinguishing itself by apparently improved space localization properties and visibly extended potential capabilities, is proposed. The key point of the proposal -ensuring full decorrelation of Le Gall wavelet coefficients across the lower scales. Based on the latter circumstance, a novel exceptionally fast procedure for computing the integer DLGT spectra of the selected image blocks (regions of interest -ROI) is presented. It is shown that the new developments can be efficiently applied to progressive encoding and transmission of image blocks. Progressive encoding and transmission of image blocks is achieved by first transmitting a "rough" estimate of the original image, then sending further details related to one or another image block (ROI). To translate the idea into action, the zero-treebased encoder SPIHT (Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees) with an improved quad-tree analysis scheme is employed.
Introduction
Progressive encoding and subsequent transmission of digital images refers to image compression techniques that allow both the original image reconstruction without loss of any detail and the construction of image approximations (estimates) with the accuracy level depending on the amount of data available. Lossless compression is highly important for images obtained at a great cost, such as space or medical images. In this case, even negligible loss of data may destroy some details needed during further processing, or add artefacts that lead to misinterpretation. In various problem-oriented applications fast extraction of image estimates with a priori prescribed levels of accuracy may also be necessary. Surely, the speed of this operation depends on the amount of data that should be retrieved from the storage for image reconstruction. On the other hand, in the case of non-progressive compression, neither an image estimate nor the original image is available until the whole image data are retrieved.
Nowadays, most modern image compression techniques employ a discrete wavelet transform, usually followed by quantization and entropy coding [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Especially practicable are image coders that allow progressive encoding with an embedded bit stream, such as the embedded zero-tree wavelet (EZW) image coder, suggested by Shapiro [7] . With embedded bit streams, the wavelet coefficients are encoded in bit planes, with the most significant bit planes being transmitted first. In that way, the decoder can stop decoding at any point in the bit stream, and it will reconstruct an image with required level of accuracy. There have been many variants of zero-treebased progressive image coders since Shapiro introduced his algorithm in 1993. The SPIHT (Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees) algorithm, proposed by Said and Pearlman, deserves special attention in this class of coders because it provides the highest image quality, lossless compression, progressive image transmission and so forth [8] . The SPIHT algorithm appears to be very useful for applications where the user can quickly inspect the image and decide if it is good enough to be saved, or need a refinement.
Some other interesting ideas and developments in the wavelet-based image compression field are presented in [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The locally progressive image coding idea is not a new one. The possibility of defining regions of interest in an image is a significant feature of the latest image compression standard JPEG 2000 [2] . These regions of interest are coded with better quality than the rest of the image. This is done by scaling the wavelet 
stand for the result of application of the Le Gall scaling and wavelet functions to the data vector
:
Thus, the integer DLGT spectrum Y of the digital signal X is obtained in n iterations and takes the form:
The inverse integer-to-integer DLGT is specified this way:
The "edge" problem, which takes place at both ends of the data vector
) and determines the partially localized nature of the discrete Le Gall wavelet transform, here (Lifting Scheme) is solved by treating the data vector as if it is mirrored at the ends ( Figure 1) .
In order to compute the integer DLGT spectrum of
, the one-dimensional discrete reversible Le Gall wavelet transform should be applied 
A novel approach to progressive encoding and transmission of image blocks
In the subsections below, we present a new approach to progressive encoding and transmission of grey-level image blocks. The essence of the approach -additional bit streams are used to improve quality not of the whole image under reconstruction but that of selected smaller image blocks (ROI). Implementation of the approach is based on the improved space localization properties of the modified integer DLGT and the newly developed fast procedure for finding (modified) integer DLGT spectra of the selected ROI.
Full decorrelation of Le Gall wavelet coefficients at lower scales
The characteristic feature of DWT is that individual basis functions are localized in space (compact support). Full localization in space (or, what is the same, full decorrelation of wavelet coefficients) means that numerical values of wavelet coefficients, computed on the same iteration (at the same scale!), are specified exclusively by image (signal) blocks that cover the whole image (signal) and do not overlap. Unfortunately, only the simplest Haar (Daubechies D2) wavelet transform, most frequently used in educational environment, is fully localized in space [17] . Higher order wavelet transforms (DLGT, Daubechies D4, CDF 9/7, etc. [11, 16] ) are partially localized in space since image (signal) blocks which specify numerical values of any adjacent wavelet coefficients overlap ( Figure 1 ; the overlapping part is coloured in grey). This gives some limitations to practical application of higher order DWT, especially in such areas where block-processing of digital data is preferable (e.g. image feature extraction, locally progressive image encoding, localization of defects in textural images.
In the paper, full decorrelation of Le Gall integer wavelet coefficients across the lower scales is achieved by partitioning the original data vector (signal) X of size N (  are mirrored at the ends. This way, improved (full) localization in space is ensured for all Le Gall integer wavelet coefficients across the i -th
Following this perception, we have developed a new iterative procedure (Lifting Scheme) for computing the modified integer DLGT spectrum Y of X , namely (for all 0,1, , 2 1 
The new Lifting Scheme for the inverse modified DLGT has also been developed, and is presented below, i.e. (for all 0,1, , 2 1
is obtained by repeated use of the one-dimensional modified integer DLGT, i.e.
2
N times along the first spatial axis and then 1 N times along the second spatial axis.
Fast evaluation of the modified DLGT spectra for image blocks
To show extended potential capabilities of the modified integer-to-integer DLGT (Section 3.1) and to proclaim viability of the locally progressive image coding idea, we here propose a novel fast procedure (algorithm) for evaluating the (modified) integer DLGT spectra of the selected blocks (ROI) of the digital image. The proposed algorithm refers to the assumption that the modified integer DLGT spectrum of the original image is known.
To begin with, we briefly survey the situation concerning the one-dimensional case. Let
be the modified integer DLGT spectrum of the data vector (signal)
), evidently, can be put into oneto-one correspondence with the signal block 
Thus, the discrete (modified) integer DLGT spectrum
) is computed and takes the form: be its two-dimensional modified (full decorrelation of wavelet coefficients across the scales not higher than , 1 p p n   ) integer DLGT spectrum.
Consider a wavelet coefficient
. It is evident that indices 1 k and 2 k can be presented in the form:
One can easily ascertain that 
, where:
Some comments on the efficiency of the newly developed algorithm for computing the (modified) integer DLGT spectra of the selected image blocks are presented in Section 4.
Experimental analysis and discussion
To motivate the proposed progressive image block encoding and transmitting idea, a couple of test images have been processed (Figure 2) .
Computer simulation was performed on a PC with CPU Intel® Core i7 CPU@3.4GHz, 8 GB RAM, Windows7 x64, Programming language Java.
First and foremost, the efficiency of the newly developed algorithm for computing the (modified) integer DLGT spectra of the selected image blocks (Subsection 3.2), in comparison with direct evaluation of DLGT spectra for the same blocks (Lifting Scheme; Section 2), was analysed.
The achievable impressive speed gains, expressed in terms of Table 1 . Undoubtedly, fast passage from the modified integer DLGT spectrum of the image under processing to DLGT spectra of the selected image blocks (ROI) opens the door to many new real-time applications of the modified version of integer DLGT, say, image feature extraction in the Le Gall wavelet domain, locally progressive image encoding, localization of defects in textural images, etc. One interesting application of the modified DLGT to locally progressive encoding of regions of interest in a digital signal is described in [6] .
In the context of progressive encoding and transmission of image blocks (ROI), the above results (achievable speed gains in computing the integer DLGT spectra for the ROI selected at the user's request) are highly valuable.
To simplify description of the obtained results, we here introduce the following notations: the CPU time required to perform the (modified) integer Le Gall wavelet transform (DLGT) of the digital image (or that of ROI) is denoted by 1  , to perform wavelet- Three cases were analysed and compared: first of all, a non-compressed image was sent across the low communications channel to the user ( Figure 3, a) ; secondly, lossless encoding (SPIHT algorithm with an improved quad-tree analysis scheme [9] ) in the Le Gall wavelet domain was applied to the image, and compressed image was sent to the user ( Figure 3, b) ; thirdly, the image was processed (lossy encoding by SPIHT), a "rough" estimate of the original image was sent to the user, the selected image blocks (ROI) were processed by applying both the (modified) integer DLGT and the SPIHT encoder, and then a high quality estimate of the selected ROI were sent again to the user's PC (Figure 3, c) .
We have assumed that the capacity (data rate) of the low communications channel equals 100 KBps.
Obviously, transmitting of non-processed image (4, 6) X , i.e. image block (9, 13) X , in greater detail ( 2 T  , 3 KB, 0.08
Consequently, the total image processing time equals 1 2 3 4 0.12
In Figure 4 (b, c), some additional blocks (ROI) of the image Neck.bmp, namely, (4, 6) X and (9, 13) X , are processed and analysed. Compression details of the selected ROI are also indicated.
Thus, block-processing of the image Neck.bmp, in accordance with the third approach (Figure 3, c) , takes (in total) 0.12 0.02 0.08 0.22
s, and appears to be nearly 50 times faster than in the first approach (Figure 3, a) . r coherent ana 6, 5) , (6, 6) X , X res (in total) 1 mage block ( er in 0.697 s, X and (7, X 1.488 s. So, th (ROI) (6, 5) X i.e. 3.76 time n of image bloc ge; (b) "rough" 5) , (6, 6) (Figure 3 , a bmp to the u nd visual insp (6, 6) X , (6, 7) X a 4, b, c; Figure  vailable, We unreservedly believe that the proposed idea will find various applications in implementing efficient and up-to-date digital data processing technologies. In particular, the proposed locally progressive digital image coding idea can be employed when large amounts of requested graphical data are sent across a low communications channel (say, the Internet).
